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STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM AND BACKGROUND

Statement of the Problem

As anyone will agree who has conducted performance re-

search in thermal environments, the number of variables that

must be considered are many. Predrick H. Rohles of the

Environmental laboratory at Kansas State University (20)

mentioned several of them in his "Standard Man" concept. This

concept included such factors as temperature, humidity,

exposure time, age, sex, diet, activity, clothing, and area-

volume .

Needless to say, a complete investigation of all these

factors as they affect performance will take many years to

complete. However, it is hoped that this investigation will

serve as a starting point in this endeavor by studying temp-

erature and exposure time as they effect performance.

Stated differently, the purpose of this study was to

determine the effect of exposure time and temperature on visual

reaction time after a pre-test adaptation to different temper-

atures for different lengths of time.

Background

History of Reaction Time. The importance of reaction

time as a meaningful measure of psychomotor functioning has

its roots in the late 1700' s in what has now become known as



the "personal equation". It was then, while conducting astro-

nomical observations, that Maskelyne relieved Kinnebrook of

his duties. He was dismissed "because he. consistantly had a

time error in observing when a particular astronomical event

occurred. As was discovered later in Wundt's laboratory (1879),

this error was not due to negligence but instead, differences

in reaction times between Kinnebrook and Maskelyne.

Helmholtz conducted the first reaction time experiments

(1850) when attempting to determine the speed of conduction in

motor nerves. In this experiment, he would stimulate the skin

far from the brain by an electrical shock and measure the time it

took for a subject to do a simple hand reaction. Next he ran

a series of tests by stimulating the skin close to the brain

and measuring the time it took for the reaction. This method

proved unsatisfactory for finding nerve conduction speed, because

of the relatively long time needed for reaction time and the

variability of reaction time.

In 1861-65, Hirsch measured what he called "physiological

time" of the eye, ear, and sense of touch. These values of

simple reaction time have remained fairly standard ever since.

A IXitch physiologist, Donders , in 1868 originated the

concept of the disjunctive reaction time experiment and found

the reaction time to be about 100 milliseconds longer than

the simple reaction time. This extra time he associated with

differences in the time required for the mental process.



Austrian physiologist, Exner, in 1873 pointed out the

importance of preparatory set and introduced the tern, "re-

action time".

Wundt and his students conducted many simple and complex

reaction time studies and psychologists such as Cattell, Kulpe,

Pieron, and many others have made many important contributions

to reaction time research.

Types of Reaction Time . There are two types of reaction

times. The first, which is known as simple reaction time,

consists of a ready signal which remains the same throughout

the course of the experiment; a stimulus, either visual or

auditory, and like the ready signal, is the same throughout

the study; and a response which remains the same throughout

the experiment. The second type of reaction time is complex

reaction time. In this case many factors may be involved that

govern the response. For example, a response might depend on

the color of the ready light, the color of the stimulus light,

or a combination of both of these variables. The sensory

modality, be it visual, auditory, or tactual has also been

examined in reaction time studies and it has been found that

auditory reaction time is faster than visual reaction time.

Temperature and Reaction Tine . In evaluating the experi-

mentation that has been conducted in the area of response or

reaction time, it is felt that the studies and literature survey

accomplished by Warren H. Teichner (24) provide an indication

of the progress to 1954 on this subject. His summary of re-
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suits, "The Effects of Ambient Temperatures Upon Reaction

Time", is recorded "below.

Reaction Time as a Function of Temperature

A number of studies (11, 18, 27) have been done to

determine the effect of climatic stress, temperature in

particular, on the reaction time. The general result of

these studies is that ambient temperatures between a range

of -50 P. and 117 P. have little or no effect on either

reaction time or more complex reaction times. This

conclusion was reached by Eorlano, Barmack, and Coakley (10)

after a careful review of the effects of ambient and body
temperatures on reaction time, most of the studies avail-

able for evaluation are distinguished by the degree with
which several main variables are confounded in one experi-

ment, and consequently are given to difficulty of inter-

pretation. Such a conclusion, therefore, should not be

accepted as firnljr established.
Reaction times have also had a little attention with

regard to skin temperatures. Craik and macpherson (5)

report that cooling of the hand with which the response is

made may increase reaction time by 10-15 per cent. This
conclusion is not reasonable on the basis of their study
since an increase of this much turns out to be an increase
of 0.02 to 0.06 seconds, a change which has little signif-
icance in terms of the likely error of measurement and the

size of the sample (two subjects).
A few reaction time studies have been done with body

temperature and/or time of day as the independent variable.
In general, these studies (12, 13, 15) suggest that
reaction time exhibits a slight diurnal variation, but
with large individual differences. The data may also be
interpreted to indicate that reaction time is a function
of body temperature and is only spuriously correlated
with time of day (10)

.

Teichner (25) in 1958, conducted a reaction time experi-

ment at temperatures of -15°F. and -35°F. and with wind speeds

of five, ten, fifteen, and twenty miles per hour. He found

that reaction time did not vary significantly between -15 F.

and -35 P. at a five miles per hour wind speed. However,



reaction time did vary significantly "between -15 3?. and - 35 P.

at the higher wind speeds. This would definitely indicate

interaction "between wind and temperature, "but the statistical

analysis demonstrated no interaction.

In this section, the history of reaction time experiments

and experiments dealing with the effects of ambient temperature

on reaction time, have been reviewed. These past experiments

indicate the inability to conclusively prove the effects of

ambient temperature on reaction time. The purpose of this

investigation was to provide conclusive evidence as to the

effect of adaptation at one temperature and time on the perform-

ance of a human subject at a subsequent temperature and time.

This effect will be noted as a difference in reaction time.



METHOD

Subjects

The subjects were five male college students. Prior to this

investigation, they had no previous experience in studies of this

nature. During the testing, they wore only shorts and socks.

Apparatus

The visual response stimulating apparatus was placed on a

table that was twelve feet long and thirty inches high. The

subjects were seated along the table and were separated by a

54 inch high plywood partition. In front of each subject was

a .375 inch diameter red light and centered two inches below

this was a .375 inch diameter green light. Centered four inches

below the green light was a push button switch. The lights and

switch were mounted on a 3/8 inch thick, two feet wide, and ten

feet long piece of plywood which was placed on a 30 angle on

top of the table. The partitions were attached to this board.

This is better shown on Plate VIII in the appendix.

Programming of the light presentation was accomplished

with commercial operant-type equipment which was modified for

this study. Reaction times were recorded to l/lOO of a second

on Standard Electric Timers.

The reaction time test consisted of several segments.

First, a red light was presented and served as a ready signal.



The times between the ready light presentations were randomly

varied between eight and fourteen seconds at one second inter-

vals. Once the ready signal came on, it remained on for five

seconds. Between 1.7 and 2.3 seconds after the ready light

came on, the stimulus light was activated. To avoid temporal

conditioning and anticipation, the time between the ready

light and the stimulus light was manipulated manually to vary

irregularly. The ready light and stimulus light were turned

off at approximately the same time. If one of the subjects

started prematurely during these tests, the series of trials

started at the beginning again until ten unbiased trials could

be accumulated. A subject's premature trial would be observed

when he prematurely lifted his finger from the switch, because

he could not depress the switch fast enough to move the hand

on the clock. The reason he could not activate the clock is

because the relay would have already cycled the clock circuit

to open position.

All relays, timers, clocks, and the rest of the electrical

apparatus were in a room completely separated from the envir-

onmental adaptation and test rooms. A cable connected the

reaction test stalls to the electrical apparatus. Sound from

the relays, timers, and .clocks could not be heard in the test

room.

All tests were conducted in the KSU-ASHRAE Environmental

Research Lab. The pre-test room is ten feet wide and twenty

feet long. Temperature is not controlled in the walls, but a
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wide range of temperatures can be obtained by circulating con-

ditioned air through the room. The conditioned air enters

through ducts in the ceiling and leaves through apertures in

the floor. Temperature is automatically controlled by a

thermostat. The test

...room is twelve feet wide and 24-i feet long. The
interior surface consists of aluminum panels. The surface
temperature of each panel is controlled by circulating
heated or chilled liquid through copper tubes attached to

the back of each panel. Surface temperatures of 20 to

150°F. can be obtained. Conditioned air enters through a
continuous slot at the floor around the perimeter of the
room. Complete instrumentation for measurement of sur-
face and air temperatures and automatic control of all.

room variables is provided, (l)

The three adaptation temperatures maintained by the pre-

test room were 65°F., 80°E., and 95°E. These temperatures

were maintained for either 30 or 60 minutes. The test temp-

eratures were the same as the adaptation temperatures and the

test times were the same as the adaptation times. A relative

humidity of fifty per cent was maintained as standard so that

all the tests were run on an equal basis.

Experimental Design

Basic Design . The basic design is a factorial arrangement

of treatments with two factors of temperature having levels of

65°P., 80°P., and 95°P. and two factors of time having levels

2 2
of 30 and 60 minutes. This produces 3 2 2 =36 treatment



comhinations or necessary tests to insure all factors at all

levels are fully crossed. This might "better he illustrated hy

Table 1. This table also specifies the actual random order

that the tests were run.

Statistical Model Design . The mathematical model for this

experiment is a fixed effects model or Model I (23). This

means that the levels of adaptation temperature, adaptation

time, test temperature, and. test time were fixed by the exper-

imenter and are not a random sample of all possible levels of

each effect. The levels were evenly spaced to determine linear

and quadratic effects. This model is represented by the equa-

tlon: xijkiir D+VB
3
+0

k
+D

i
+AB

io
+AO

jk
+AD

ii
+BO

jk
+BD

oi
+OII

ki
+

ABC
i3l£

+ABD
idl

+AOD
lKL

+BOD
31<l

+ABOI)
idl<l

+VE
ijklB

where: U- the grand average of all X
i -jclm

conceivable for

these specific adaptation temperatures, adaptation

times, test temperatures, and test times

A.= the true additive effect of the i adaptation

temperature as a deviation from U with these specific

adaptation times, test temperatures, and test times.

Therefore, Z(k
±
)=0 and E(A

i
)=A

i
1 th

B.= the true additive effect of the j adaptation time
J

as a deviation from U with these specific adaptation

temperatures, test temperatures, and test times.

Therefore, X(B -j)=0 and E(B,)=B.

th
C, = the true additive effect of the k test temperature



EXPLANATION OP TABLE 1

This table displays the random or actual order in which

the tests were run.



TABLE 1

ADAPTATION

TEMPERATURE

ADAPTATION

TIME

Ow
OQ

o
65

TEST

TEMPER-

ATURE

o
gO

TEST

TEMP-

ERATURE

95

TEST

TEMP-

ERATURE

TEST TIME TEST TIME TEST TIME

CO 30' 60' 30' 60' 30' 60'
i

1

2

65° 30» 3

4

5

14 14 2 2 8 8

1

2 •

65° 60» 3

4

5

12 12 4 4 6 6

1

2

80° 30 3

4

5

3 3 1 1 5 5

1

2

80° 60' 3

4

5

16 16 11 11 7 7

1

2

95° 30' 3

4

5

10 10 9 9 18 18

1

2

95° 60« 3

4

15 15 17 17 13 13

5

11
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as a deviation from U with these specific adaptation temp-

eratures, adaptation times, and test times. Therefore,

£(Ck )=0 and E(Ck
)=Ck

k th
D-.= the true additive effect of the 1 test time as a devi-

ation from U with these specific adaptation temperatures,

adaptation times, and test temperatures. Therefore,

Z(D
1
)=0 and E(D

1
)=D

1
1 -th

(AB. •)= the true additive effect of combining the i ' adaptation

th
temperature with the 3 adaptation time as a deviation

from U+A.+B. with these specific test temperatures
-*• J

and test times. Therefore, £(AB, .)= £(AB- ,)= £(AB. ,)=0
1 * th ^

(AC, )= the true additive effect of combining the i adaptation
ik

temperature with the k test temperature as a devi-

ation from U+A.+C, with these specific adaptation

times and test times. Therefore, JE (ACik )= £( ACik ) =

XCAOik )=0
ik

The remaining two way interactions are similarly defined.

(ABC. ., )= the true additive effect of combining the i adap-
i Jk

th
tation temperature v/ith the 3 adaptation time with

the k test temperature as a deviation from U+A
jl

+

B.+C,+AB. .+AC,+BC.V v/ith these specific test times.
3 k 13 ik 3k

Therefore, Z(ABCijk )=^:(ABC ijk )=S:(ABC i;jk
) =

i j k

The remaining three way interactions are similarly defined.

(ABCD) . -v.-,= the true additive effect of combining the i

th
adaptation temperature v/ith the 3 adaptation time
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with the k test temperature with the 1 test

time as a deviation from U+A
i
+B .+Ck+D1

+AB
i

.+

AC.k+
AD.1+BG.k+

BD.1+CDkl+
ABC..k+

ABD.. 1+ACDikl+

BCDjkl' Therefore, J(ABGD
i;jkl

)=^(ABGD
i:

.

kl ) =
i J

S = the additive effect of the m subject for a treat-
m

2 2
merit combination. Therefore, E(S )=0, E(S )=Q"

s

E. ., , = the random error of observation
ijklm

and

i goes from 1 to t= 3 and represents the level of adaptation

temperature

j goes from 1 to r= 2 and represents the level of adap-

tation time

k goes from 1 to s= 3 and represents the level of test

temperature

1 goes from 1 to v= 2 and represents the level of test time

m goes from 1 to q= 5 and represents the number of subjects

The analysis of variance for the four factor, fixed

effects experiment with q samples per A,B,C,D combination of

main effects is shown on Plate II. The error mean square is

the denominator for use in the F test when interpreting the

significance of interaction and main effects. Using the same

subjects in an experiment is common practice and the subjects

sum of squares is subtracted from the error term just like the

treatments sum of squares. If the group of five subjects is
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looked upon as the experimental unit, then this is a non-

replicated experiment. In this case, if the three and four

way interactions are small, they can be pooled as an estimate

of error. If they are not small, they will at worst over

estimate the error mean square. The subject by treatment mean

square measures the variability of subject by treatment com-

binations over treatment and subject effects and appears to be

the same source of error, because the mean square is very

similar to that described above. This implies that the indiv-

idual subject by time to subject by time variation summed over

subjects among treatments is the main source of error. There-

fore it was used as the error mean square in the analysis. The

more conservative test using the three and four way inter-

actions as error may be used. However, this gave essentially

the same conclusions and only test temperature was not quite

2
significant. Since the results are comparable, and<7» is

estimated more precisely by "subject by treatment", it was

used for all tests. The H ' s being tested to determine the

degree of interaction and main effect are:

H (A.=0 for every i) against H (some A./O)
oA

i aA i

H (B.=0 for every j) against H (some B./O)
o-g 3 ag j

H (C,=0 for every k) against H (some 0,^0)
°C

a
C

H (D, =0 for every l) against H (some D./O)
°D aD 1
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H (A3. .=0 for every ij) against H (some AB.Jo)
°AB 1J aAB 10

The remaining H • s that tested two way interaction are similarly

determined.

H (ABC. .,=0 for every ijk) against H (some ABC. .^0)
°ABC 1JiC aABC 1Jir '

The remaining H ' s that tested the three way interaction are

similarlj7- determined.

H (ABCD, . vn =0 for every ijkl) against H (some ABCD. ., ,/0)
°ABCD

13K1 aABCD
1

«
]K-L

In this experiment, Type I and Type II errors are equally

pernicious. Type I error is rejecting a true hypothesis,

while Type II error is accepting a false hypothesis. When the

alpha level is at .01, the experimenter rejects only one true

hypo thesis out of 100. However, he may he accepting higher

than 80 per cent false hypotheses. When exploratory research

is conducted, the primary interest is potential areas for later

more detailed research. By increasing the alpha level, the

probability of a Type I error increases, the probability of a

Type II error decreases, and the power of the test increases.

This investigation used an alpha level of .10 as opposed to .05

or .01. This .10 alpha level has a larger power and will allow

more potential areas of research to be discovered.

Hypotheses . This experiment v/as designed with several

hypotheses in I and for this reason, the following hypotheses

were tested:
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1) H (The reaction time of a human subject will not vary
°1

with time at a test temperature after "being exposed to

an adaptation temperature) against

H (The reaction time of a human subject will vary v/ith
al

time at a test temperature after being exposed to an

adaptation temperature)

2) H (Different adaptation times at some temperature will
°2

not affect the reaction time of a human subject at

different test temperatures and times) against

H (Different adaptation times at some temperature will

affect the reaction time of a human subject at differ-

ent test temperatures and times)

3) H (Different adaptation temperatures will not effect the

reaction times of a human subject at a subsequent

test temperature) against

H (Different adaptation temperatures will effect the
a
3

reaction times of a human subject at a subsequent

test temperature)

4) En (Different test temperatures will not effect the reac-

tion times of a human subject) against

Ho (Different test temperatures will effect the reaction

times of a human subject)

°4

H

Procedure

The tests were all conducted in the afternoon and evening

(between 3:00 P.M. and 9:00 P.M.). The subjects were trained
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under actual conditions for three complete trial runs "before

the experiment started. The procedure for the experiment was

that the subjects entered the adaptation or pre-test room at

the same time and disrobed except for their shorts and socks.

They remained in the pre-test room at a set adaptation tempera-

ture for a prescribed time. They were taken into the adjoining

environmental room and seated at the test table. The environ-

mental room was at a set ambient test temperature and the

subjects were tested at 30 and 60 minutes. However, the sub-

jects were tested as soon as they entered the room for training

only and this test consisted of a series of ten trials just

like the experimental tests. Although only ten trials were

recorded, no less than fifteen trials were run each test. The

tests were started but the clocks were not used for several

trials. After this test was accomplished, the subjects could

talk, read, or write except when being tested at 30 and 60

minutes

.

A chronology of a test at pre-test temperature of 65 P.,

pre-test time of 30 minutes, a test temperature of 95 F., and

test time of 60 minutes would appear as follows:

I. 3:00 P.M.

A. Subjects enter adaptation room
1. Adaptation temperature of 65 P.
2. Adaptation time of 30 minutes

B. Subjects remove clothing except shorts and
socks

.

II. 3:30 P.M.
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A. Subjects leave adaptation room and enter
test room
1. Test temperature of 95 P.
2. Test time of 60 minutes

B. Subjects tested on reaction times for
training only

III. 4:00 P.M.

A. Subjects tested for reaction times
B. Ten accumulated trials for each subject

recorded on data sheet

IV. 4:30 P.M.

A. Subjects tested for reaction times
B. Ten accumulated trials for each subject

recorded on data sheet
C. Subjects leave test room
D. Next test at 7:00 P.M.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results

An analysis of variance was computed and the resulting

values are presented in Plate I. The actual Sum of Squares,

Mean Squares, Table P ratio, Experimental P ratio, and the

decision that was reached concerning the interaction and main

effects are given in this analysis of variance. Tables of

means (Table 4) and graphs were constructed to help determine

the nature of the interactions and main effects. Only the terms

that showed a significant P ratio were plotted. The mean

reaction time was plotted on the vertical axis and the levels

of main effects were plotted on the horizontal axis.

Discussion

The terms that have shov/n significance with the P test

are of primary interest. Since main effects are best interpreted

after an evaluation of interaction effects, the graphs will be

explained in reverse order that they appear in the analysis of

variance on Plate I.

Since A,B, and C interact significantly, it is necessary

to examine all three factors together to arrive at any valid

conclusions in this experiment. The two v/ay interactions and

main effects are only averages and obscure the true inter-

relationships of the results. Most of the discussion will be



EXPLANATION OP PLATE I.

Analysis of variance for main effects and interaction

of treatment main effects are calculated on the following

plate.
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PLATE I

Experi-
Sum of Mean Table mental

Source D/P Squares Square P Ratio P Ratio Decision

Treatments 35 16012 •

Adaptation
Temp. (A)

2 1809 904.50 2.34 5.03 Reject H
°A

Adaptation
Time (B)

1 379 379.00 2.74 2.11 Accept \
Test Temp.

(c)
2 1515 757.00 2.34 4.22 Reject H

°0

Test Time
(D)

1 17 17.00 2.74 .009 Accept \
AB 2 2488 1244.00 2.34 6.93 Reject%
AC 4 669 167.25 1.98 .93 Accept H

°AC
AD 2 433 216.50 2.34 1.20 Accept H

°AD
BC 2 2263 1131.50 2.34 6.30 Reject H

°BC
BD 1 1181 1181.00 2.74 6.57 Reject

°BD
CD 2 217 108.50 2.34 .60 Accept H

°CD
ABC 4 2592 648.00 1.98 3.61 Reject H

°ABC
ABD 2 357 178.50 2.34 .99 Accept

°ABD
ACD 4 669 167.25 1.98 .93 Accept H

°ACD
BCD 2 363 181.50 2.34 1.01 Accept H

°BCD
ABCD 4 1060 265.00 1.98 1.47 Accept H

°ABCD
Sub jects 4 126484

Subjects "by

Treatments 140 25120 179.5
(Error)

Total 179 167616
s
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over the three way interaction (ABC) on Plate II and the (BD)

two way interaction. All of the other interactions and main

effects are averages of these. Plate II gives the graphical pre-

sentation of the results for the (ABC) factors in terms of

the mean reaction time and adaptation temnerature. However,

factors (A) or (C) could have been used just as well for

horizontal axis of the graph. Discussions of the graphs are as

follows:

1) The graph on Plate II denotes the interaction of adaDtation

temperature, adaptation time, and test temperature. When

the test temoeratures were the same as the adaptation

temperatures, the mean reaction times remained almost con-

stant with adaptation times of 30 and 60 minutes. When

the adaptation temperatures and test temperatures were

both #0°F. , the mean reaction time was somewhat faster than

when both were 65° or 95°. When the test temperature was

lower than the adaptation temperature, the mean reaction

time again remained fairly constant at adaptation times of

30 and 60 minutes. The one exceotion to this was the

adaptation temperature of 80°F. and test temoerature of

6$° which indicated some interaction. Most of the

interaction is shown by the adaptation temoerature of

65°F. and test temperature of #0°F. The mean reaction •

time increased greatly between adaotation time of 30

and 60 minutes. The other two adaotation temperatures and

test temoeratures of 65°, 95°, and 60°, 95° indicated s<some
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interaction.

'

2) The graph on Plate III denotes the interaction of adap-

tation time and test time. Since there are only two times,

only the linear components of the observed effects can he

determined. The effects of an adaptation time of 30 minutes

on reaction time of a human subject has a positive slope

upward as it goes from a test time of 30 minutes to a test

time of 60 minutes. The effect of an adaptation time of

60 minutes on reaction time has a negative slope as it goes

from a test time of '30 minutes to a test time of 60 minutes.

This is a good example of two way interaction where the

main effects disappear because of the reversal of the trend.

3) Plate IV denotes the interaction of adaptation time and

test temperature and can be looked at as an average over

the test temperature on Plate II. At an adaptation time of

30 minutes, a quadratic effect of reaction time of a human

subject is shown between ambient test temperatures of 65 P.

and 95°P. Por a test time of 60 minutes, the effect of the

test temperatures on reaction time is mostly linear, as was

shown on Plate II of the ABC interaction.

4) As is shown on Plate V, at the adaptation time of 30

minutes, the reaction time of a human subject greatly

increases between adaptation temperatures of 65 P. and

80 P., while at the 60 minutes adaptation time, it decreases,

"/hen going from the adaptation temperature of 80°P. to 95°P.

at an adaptation time of 30 minutes, the reaction time de-
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creases as the temperature increases. At adaptation time

60 minutes, the opposite is true, Again these effects are

only averages of the ABC interaction, and are plainly shown

on Plate II.

5) Test temperature as shown on the graph of Plate VI denotes

a large quadratic effect and very small linear effect.

Reaction time of a human subject is at its slowest when the

ambient test temperature is at 65 P. and decreases con-

siderable when the test temperature approaches 80 P. As

the test temperature leaves 80°P. and approaches 95 P.,

the reaction time again decreases appreciably. This quad-

ratic effect may also be seen very clearly on Plate II,

the ABC interaction.

6) The adaptation temperature, as shown on the graph of Plate

VII, denotes a linear trend. It would indicate that re-

action time of a human subject varies linearly when an

ambient adaptation temperature precedes a test temperature.

This reaction time is slower as the temperature increases

from 65°P. to 95°P. The slope of the trend is larger be-

tween 65°P. and 80°P. than it is from 80°P. to 95°P.

Because of ABC interaction, no conclusive statement can be

made about adaptation temperature alone.

Reaction time in past experiments has varied with body

temperature. (12,13,15) In the past, subjects have worn protec-

tive clothing in ambient temperature experiments dealing with

reaction time under these conditions, body temperatures are

not likely to fluctuate unless the temperatures were extrem-
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ely hot or cold. If reaction time is dependent on body temp-

erature, then protective clothing should not be worn and body

temperature should be monitored as well as the ambient temp-

erature. It would be desire^ble in further experiments of this

nature to monitor body temperature by use of rectal thermometers.

This would allow the use of analysis of covariance for removing

the effects of body temperature.

For further refinement in this experiment, more subjects

should be used and each test run several times to give the effect

of true reolication. Using three well chosen times instead of two

would determine whether the time effects were linear or quadratic.

Due to the complicated nature of the interaction, it may be

advisable to hold one or more factors constant and study fewer

facts over a wider range or in greater detail.



EXPLANATION OP PLATE II

This plate denotes the interaction of main effects,

adaptation temperature (A) , adaptation time (B), and test temp-

erature, (C). It indicates the effect that these main effects

have on reaction time. The reaction time is averaged over

the main effects (ABC), which represent two treatment comhin-

ations of data at each of the eighteen points on the graph.
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE III

This plate denotes the interaction of main effects,

adaptation time (B) and test time (D). It indicates the effect

that these main effects have on reaction time. The reaction

time is averaged over the main effects (BD), which represents

nine treatment combinations of data at each of the four points

on the graph.
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE IV

This plate denotes the interaction of main effects,

adaptation time (B) and test temperature (C). It indicates

the effect that these main effects have on reaction time. The

reaction time is averaged over the main effects (BC), which

represents six treatment combinations of data at each of the

six points on the graph.
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE V

This plate denotes the interaction of main effects,

adaptation temperatures (A) and adaptation time (B). It

indicates the effect that these main effects have on reaction

time. The reaction time is averaged over the main effects (A)

and (B), which represents six treatment combinations of data

at each of the six points on the graph.
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE VI

This plate denotes the quadratic effect, that the main

effect test temperature (C) has on the reaction time of a

human subject. The reaction time is averaged over the main

effect (0), which represents twelve treatment combinations of

data at each of the three points on the graph.
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EXPLANATION OP PLATE VII

This plate denotes the linear effect, that the main

effect adaptation temperature (A) has on the reaction time of

a human subject. The reaction time is averaged over the main

effect (A), which represents twelve treatment combinations of

data at each of the three points on the graph.
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CONCLUSION

From this study, the following conclusions were made.

1) Adaptation temperatures and test temoeratures of the same

level do not show a significant change in average reaction

time from the adaptation time of 30 minutes to 60 minutes.

When the test temperatures are lower than the adaptation

temperatures, either no change in average reaction time

from adaptation time of 30 minutes to 60 minutes or a

slightly faster trend is indicated. Most of the interaction

stems from having a adaptation temperature lower than the

test temperature. Most of this interaction is from the 65°

adaptation temperature and 30°F. test temperature. In this

case, the average reaction time greatly increased from 30

minutes adaptation time to 60 minutes.

2) For an adaptation time of 30 minutes, an increase in test

time tends to decrease average reaction time. For the 60

minute adaptation time, this effect appears to be reversed.
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APPENDIX



EXPLANATION OP TABLE 2

The following table consists of the data gathered through-

out the experiment.



TABLE 2
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ADAPTATION

TEMPERATURE

ADAPTATION

TIME

EhO
o
65

TEST

TEMP-

ERATURE

o
80

TEST

TEMP-

ERATURE
—

95

TEST

TEMP-

ERATURE

TEST TIME TEST TIME TEST TIME
s-
00

30' 60' 30' 60' 30' 60'

65° 30'

-1

2

7S6 750 *0fi 725 76 7 770

33] 770 716 706 706 31.9 .

3

4

5

777 7?7 2q8 711 770 ^19

7i 7 2qo 281 2qs 2qq 287

282 ?q8 256 nl2 27 5 274

65° 60'

1

2

3

4

5

762 741 V70 775 7qo 777

Y|2 720 758 76 7 767 70S

77q 711 ^q 7 77 727 2Q6

707 708 2°q 701 28 7 297

286 28 7 294 ^82 282 278

80° 30'

1

2

3

4

5

761 7q4 ^«5 760 77 q 7qq

704 747 747 742 74q w
775 761. VL8 2q8 750 774

707 pq6 2qfi 708 28q ^0?

275 725 250 265 284 282

80° 60'

1

2

3

4

5

756 776 755 748 747 760

750 775 772 716 772 320

7 74 717 727 776 7^q 751

7iq 700 2q7 707 700

27A 277 26q 280 280 27 7

95° 30'

1

2

3

4

5

751 76 7 778 *«vl 748 74q

74.0 750 770 740 74.7 750

777 720 747 uq 715 717

2Q7 727 707 282 718 710 .

281 2q4 2q4. 286 281 288

95° 60'

1

2

3

4

5

757 77 750 728 760 750

748 744 772 757 748 746

725 77q 728 777 771 750

708 708 726 704 717 704

2qo .282 281 283 277 288



EXPLANATION OP TABLE 3

The following table consists of the average reaction time

for the five subjects in each test.



TABLE 3
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ADAPTATION

TEMPERATURE

ADAPTATION

TIME

CO
EhO

E-
co w
W Pi
Eh 1 5

a, Eh
O S <
VMxJ Cti

vO E-1 W
o
80

TEST

TEMP-

ERATURE

95

TEST

TEMP-

ERATURE

>-3

CQ TEST TIME TEST TI ME TEST TIME
ED

1

CO
30' 60' 30' 60' 30' 60'

1

2 •

65° 30' 3

4

5

323.0 319.0 291.4 301.8 314.6 313.8

1

2

65° 60' 3

4

5

321.2 312.6 332.0 331.6 329.0 310.6

1

2

80° 30' 3

4

5

315.6 344.6 312.4 3U.6 330.2 335.2

1

2

80° 60» 3

4

5

326.6 313.0 315.2 317.4 323.6 321.0

•

1

2

95° 30' 3

4

5

320.0 330.0 322.4 321.6 321.0 322.0

1

2
I

95° 60' 3

4

5

325.6 328.6 323.4 320.2 326.6 327.6

1

•



EXPLANATION OP TABLE 4

The following table consists of the data from which the

graphs were constructed that illustrated the main effects and

interactions of the main effects.



TABLE 4
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A

65°P. 80°?. 95°P.

B 30 min. 60 min, 30 min. 60 min. 30 min. 60 min

c

55°!?. 321.0 316.7 330.1 319.8 325.2 327.1 323-3

30°F.
296.6 331.8 313.5 316.3 322.0 321.8 317.0

95°B. 314.2 319.8 332.7 322.3 321.5 327.1 322.9

310.6 322.8 325.4 319.4 322.9 325.3

316.7 322.4 324.1

B

30 min. 60 min.

C

65°F. 325.4 321.2

80°F. 310.7 323.3

95°P. 322.8 323.0

B

30 min. 60 min,

D
30 min . 316.7 324.8

60 mir .. 322.5 320.2



EXPLANATION OF PLATE VIII

The following photograph is of the reaction time booths

used in the experiment.
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PLATE VIII
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Research, in thermal environment has many variables

with which to contend. In addition to temperature and

humidity, there are exposure time, age, sex, diet, activ-

ity, clothing and area-volume. The purpose of this in-

vestigation was to determine the effect of exposure time

and temperature on visual reaction time after a pre-test

adaptation to different temperatures for different lengths

of time.

Five male college students were tested on a simple

visual reaction time test during six different thermal

conditions. Three temperatures of 65 , 80 , and
' 95 F.

at each of two times of 30 minutes and 60 minutes were

used as the test conditions and pre-test exposure condi-

tions. Factorial arrangements of treatments insured

exposure to all treatment combinations.

In the analysis of variance it was shown that visual

reaction time was influenced by changes in temperatures

between 65°P. and 95°?. Reaction time varies linearly

when affected by adaptation temperature at a subsequent

test temperature. Reaction time varies quadratically

when effected by the test temperatures. Neither adaptation

time or test time significantly varied the reaction time.
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